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he's still being criticized by record companys because hhe's not allowed to release any type of music that makes power. At this point he doesnt even care. He already
released a bunch of music that didnt allow power. no one really talks about him as a band anymore. he got into this as a solo act and then gradually things grew. he's

speaking to a power greater than himself and eventually he'll become that sound. right now he's being told to stop, but he's doing it anyway. he needs all the help he can
get to get through the power of logic 5th edition. at this point he can be okay, but he'll be okay. he's going to get a lot of help and it's going to be a long process. he's

going to be stronger than before and even the record companys in the long run will be doing him a favor by promoting him. for someone like tyler, hes not going to make
power by being someone that only covers power. he has to be a wild man. he's going to have to be a do whatever you want cat. he's going to have to do his thing and

people will want to follow him. and tyler is going to be the most interesting person to follow. but now he needs to make more things happen. he needs to go back in time.
he needs to create all new things. he needs to show his videos on youtube and make money so he can continue on. his name is going to be pretty hot. someone will see
him, and he will destroy the industry. does this sound stupid to you? yes it does. but it's also a prediction and a prediction can be ignored or taken seriously. see how it is

now. there is a lot more power to tyler than there is power within the industry. tyler is the new phuckin powar.
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zordon tells the rangers they have to fight back against rita, but to do so they
need a special device called the zeo crystal, which was shattered years ago, and

now needs to be reunited. rita sends goldar to destroy it, but he ends up
capturing it instead, and takes it to the dark dimension. the rangers are then

captured by rita's own minions, and they're locked in a room with her. rita tells
them that they have to choose between their families and their friends, as well as
the world and themselves. she offers to make them ranger's again if they become

her prisoner, and the rangers are forced to agree to her conditions. they've lost
their powers, but have no chance of getting them back. as the jungle pride team
regroups, they're attacked by the birds, who steal their power. then they're taken
to the space colony zord and put in a cage. but the zords battle them instead and
the birds are weakened. they're brought to the jungle pride megazord where they
regroup. casey is about to give the order to attack when theo suddenly demands

that he "man up". casey tries to be a leader, but theo tells him that he's not
strong enough for the job. theo leaves the command to casey and uses his

martial arts to fight the birds. rj tries to get the rangers' attention, but they're too
busy fighting the birds. rj goes to the command center where he thinks that the
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rangers are meditating. when he gets there, he discovers that theo and casey are
fighting. rj tries to help them, but it doesn't work. casey goes to take charge, but
rj takes him to the command center, where the rangers are meditating. rj tells
them that theo is a machine and can't understand their emotions. theo defeats
the birds. casey then realizes that rj is right and decides to join the battle. the

rangers try to blow up the birds' ship, but it's too late as the birds leave earth. the
rangers realize that they're in the jungle pride megazord, and realize that they're
back on earth. they're then attacked by the birds' allies. when the rangers open

the door, they run into carnisoar and dai shi. carnisoar tells dai shi that the
samurai are his slaves and threatens to destroy dai shi if he doesn't obey him.

carnisoar then summons his two birds to attack. dai shi defeats them. carnisoar
then attacks dai shi. rj jumps in front of the others to protect his brother.

carnisoar summons his other two birds. rj tries to help his brother, but fails.
carnisoar tells dai shi that he will destroy him and that he's not his brother, but

just a slave. carnisoar blasts rj, and everyone else. rj is sent flying. carnisoar then
blasts rj. 5ec8ef588b
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